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House of Passion
Hildreth House. On a moonlight night in early spring, twenty-seven people entered the mansions
labyrinthine halls, to partake in an orgy of diabolical debauchery, the likes of which beggared
description. And one by one, twenty-six of them were butchered in place. The twenty-seventh body
was never recovered.
House of Sin
The screams have faded, and the blood has dried but the spectral house remains...waiting.
House of Hell
Welcome to the mansion made in Hell
Flesh Gothic
Where the temple of evil is your own body...

Reviews of the Flesh Gothic by Eric Wilson,Edward Lee
Whiteseeker
It's been a while since I've read a good haunted house story and this book fit the bill perfectly. It
had the required haunted house with ghosts, demons and other entities. It had a cast of complex
characters who you weren't quite sure of which ones to trust. And it had a ton of sex. OK, sex isn't
required in a haunted house story but it certainly adds to the enjoyment.
After a brief prologue and the introduction of all the characters, the story follows Westmore, a
reporter who has been hired to determine the secrets behind some murders which occurred by her
husband at a huge mansion. Westmore soon gets set up at the house along with two assistants and
four psychics; the investigations start turning up weird event after weird event. Before we know it,
paranormal events are happening daily and are taken as normal. Stranger and stranger events
unfold. And a supernatural charge within the house builds until the climatic ending. All in all, a very
exciting and mostly spooky read that I highly recommend.
Pringles
Rarely do I find a horror novel that makes and impact, but this is one of them. Mr. Lee sets a stage
that presents haunting images and a sense of dread that sticks with you. The descriptions of the
house and the goings-on are very clear and intense, sucking you in deeper and making you invest
yourself in the environment. It was better than I expected and the images still come back to me on
occasion. As usual, Mr. Lee packs this book with gore and sexuality so it's not for the faint of heart.
Wilalmaine
3.5/5 This is a very graphic and gory book, and most will be turned off by this fact. But this book
does have a great story and is very interesting. I couldn't put this book down. It's kind of a haunted
mansion story and a cultist story. My only complaint is that the ending felt rushed which made it
anti-climatic for me. I'm not sure if it really was rushed but in my opinion it was rushed. I also
wanted to know more of what happened after the aftermath of the novel but this is not why I gave it
a 3.5/5. I still suggest horror fanatics to read this book though. It's a great read and should be read
at least once.
ACOS
I finished this book a little over a week. I loved this book Ed Lee has done his homework and has
woven an unforgettable story that leaves you wondering are there really people like this that exist in
the world? Westmore was my favorite character as no matter the circumstances he was on a quest
for the truth and did change from that. If you're interested in a book that contains a lot of sex and
demons/spirits this is the book for you.
Ichalote
I don't have a high opinion of Edward Lee, but what you see is what you get. Just have to be in the mood for
him. This one however was a HUGE step up from his other novels.
This one actually had an intriguing plot, or at least instriguing enough to hold my attention.
A huge massacre takes place in this mansion. The owner goes missing and his wife seeks out different
psychics (all having different gifts) to try and figure out what happened the night of the massacre but more
importantly, where is her husband? And what was he trying to accomplish the night of the massacre?

Flocton
Okay.....Horror and Hedonistic Delights Galore....Nothing more that needs to be said other than
Great Read and a Must Have for anyone's collection whether you like Gore/Horror, Kink or Both.
Ceroelyu
When I purchase a book written by Edward Lee, I do it with a certain expectation: I expect blood,
detailed gore, sex, vulgair behaviour and not an actual -"normal" horror book, slightly inspired by H.
P. Lovecraft.
I did read it till the end, enjoyed several passages of it, but if you expect a novel like "Family
tradition", you'll not find satisfaction here.
Being a fan of both Edward Lee and Horror made me automatically go for the title. Mr. Lee is an
amazing writer! His ability to provoke thought in the midst of so much terror, bloodshed and
mayhem to me is a talent and an art. His knowledge of the paranormal, supernatural, spiritual world
and beyond are very well researched and impressively transformed into an entertaining story time
and time again. Not for the sensitive or faint of heart but never disappointing in the end.
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